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Can Contests Help Fill Americans’
Savings Gap?
Access to and adoption of prize-linked programs in the United States

Overview
When it comes to saving money, the status quo is not working for American families. Most bank customers
have access to traditional savings accounts, but in surveys conducted by The Pew Charitable Trusts, 80 percent
reported having less in those accounts than they think they should.
And why are so many people saving so little? Research by Pew and others has identified a key factor: The design
and operation of most savings products are a poor fit for consumers.1 Given that finding—and the overall low
level of savings among U.S. households—financial institutions, nonprofit organizations, and academics have been
exploring how those products could be redesigned to make them more effective, particularly for consumers who
are saving very little.
One innovation to emerge from these efforts is prize-linked savings (PLS) programs in which entries into
raffle-style drawings are offered to encourage consumers to make regular deposits and accumulate savings.
Participants who do not win a prize still have the money they deposited, sometimes with earned interest.
Proponents suggest that these products enhance the fun and desirability of putting money aside and could
entice those not otherwise inclined to save.2
State and federal regulatory barriers have limited the creation of PLS products. However, some states have
authorized their use in recent years, and one program, Save to Win (STW), launched in Michigan as a pilot in

2009 and expanded to Nebraska, North Carolina, and Washington in 2013. Although most PLS activity has
occurred via Save to Win, other such programs have been introduced in recent years, including WINcentive
(WIN), which is operated by credit unions in Minnesota.
This study uses data from the STW and WIN programs—provided by Commonwealth, a national nonprofit that
promotes PLS in the United States, and two Minnesota credit unions, respectively—to examine how financial
institutions and consumers use PLS-style products.
Key findings show that adoption of these two products by financial institutions and consumers must be expanded
if they are to have a broad impact on household savings:
•• 26 states allow at least some financial institutions to offer PLS-style products. Unless states enact
authorizing legislation and create the necessary regulatory guidance, banks and credit unions cannot offer
these products, which limits the programs’ reach and potential impact. Most states have not taken steps to
enable PLS.
•• 17 percent of Michigan credit union members had access to STW in 2013, the program’s fourth year of
operation in the state. Michigan had early authorizing legislation, but most credit union customers in the state
banked with institutions that did not offer PLS. Authorizing legislation is necessary but not sufficient to bring
PLS to consumers; financial institutions must also participate.
•• 1.3 percent of members at the typical Michigan credit union that offered STW opened an account, and WIN
account takeup rates were similar at the two Minnesota credit unions studied. Even when credit unions
in these states offered a PLS product, virtually all customers chose not to enroll. Broad impact from these
products is contingent upon them being attractive to and used by customers.
•• Consumers who opened PLS-style accounts saved in them, and those in Minnesota generally saved more
during the study period than did similar customers who did not enroll. In Michigan, the median STW
participant accumulated no more than $326 in the account. In Minnesota, the median WIN user’s total
deposits across all their accounts at the credit union—including checking, savings, and PLS—increased
substantially over a year, while the median customer without WIN stayed at the same balance. These findings
suggest that customers generally use PLS products in financially healthy ways but do not necessarily indicate
that the programs lead to greater savings.
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PLS programs in the U.S. and abroad
Traditional savings accounts pay interest on deposits to encourage customers to save for a rainy day or large
purchase. Prize-linked accounts work differently, offering the chance to win cash prizes as the primary incentive
for saving, although some also accrue interest. Among PLS programs, however, the product’s terms of use—such
as minimum balance requirements and constraints on withdrawing money, the type and size of prizes, and the
amount of savings required for a contest entry—can differ. Proponents argue that these programs have the
potential to increase savings among individuals across the income and wealth distribution by making saving more
fun and rewarding.
PLS products have been offered for decades in more than 20 countries, including the United Kingdom, Sweden,
and South Africa,3 but they were not available in the United States until recently, because federal and many
state regulations had long prohibited lottery or raffle-type financial products.4 Although several states, notably
Michigan, allowed credit unions to operate PLS programs, financial institutions that also did business in other
states or under a federal charter could not participate. In those states, the legal status of the model was unclear
in the absence of a statute affirmatively allowing or prohibiting PLS.
In December 2014, Congress passed the American Savings Promotion Act, removing the restriction that
prevented federally chartered banks from offering PLS products. States still had to take legislative action to
legalize the products, but the federal law eliminated a key regulatory barrier to PLS in the U.S. Seven states
passed enabling legislation in 2016, bringing to 26 the number of states where PLS was legal as of 2018.5
(See Figure 1.) In fall 2017, voters in Texas approved a proposition allowing prize-linked savings with 60 percent
support, and more states are considering authorizing it.6 This patchwork of state regulations creates complexity
for financial institutions that operate in multiple jurisdictions, requiring them to offer different savings products
from state to state.
Importantly, however, authorization does not necessarily result in availability. Not all 26 states that allow PLS
have active programs, mainly because financial institutions still must embrace the model and develop products.
In some states, a small number of financial institutions have offered pilot products or time-limited programs,
which complicates efforts to ascertain how many states have operating programs.
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Figure 1

26 States Allow PLS Products
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Source: Prosperity Now, “Prosperity Now Scorecard” (2018), https://scorecard.prosperitynow.org, accessed Sept. 11, 2018
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The first broadly available PLS offering in the United States was the Save to Win program, which Commonwealth,
the Filene Research Institute, and the Michigan Credit Union League developed for use by Michigan credit
unions.7 The program operated as a pilot in 2009 and became a regular offering in 2010. In 2012 and 2013, STW
expanded to credit unions in Nebraska, North Carolina, and Washington.
To open an STW account, members of participating credit unions must make a $25 initial minimum deposit;
thereafter, every $25 deposited in a month, up to $250, earns members an entry into monthly, quarterly,
and annual prize drawings at the credit union, state, and national levels. Prizes range from $25 for monthly
drawings to as much as $10,000 for the annual grand prize.8 Some credit unions also pay monthly interest on
the account balances.
STW remains the most widely available PLS product in the U.S., but individual financial institutions and groups of
credit unions have developed alternatives in recent years. For instance, credit unions in Minnesota developed and
launched the WIN program in 2016.9 Although the rules vary, the underlying model—lottery drawings for cash
prizes to encourage deposits—remains the same.
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STW participation by U.S. financial institutions
Consumers can enroll in a PLS program only if their banks or credit unions offer one. To better understand
how financial institutions responded to the expansion of authorizing laws and what that meant for consumers,
this analysis examined the share of credit union members in the four Save to Win states that banked with
participating credit unions between 2010 and 2013.10 This metric captures the spread of a program across a
state’s credit union membership regardless of variation in asset holdings or geographic reach.
When STW began in Michigan in 2009, consumers and financial institutions knew virtually nothing about
the prize-linked model. Nevertheless, adoption tripled from 18 credit unions in 2010 to 58 in 2012; over the
three years covered by the data, 59 credit unions in the state offered the program for at least a year. However,
in 2013, STW, which was originally funded by Michigan’s credit union league, began charging credit unions for
access to the program to offset administrative costs. After that change, participation declined to 38 of the
281 credit unions chartered in the state that year (14 percent),11 accounting for about 17 percent of Michigan
credit union members. (See Table 1.)
In 2012 and 2013, Save to Win expanded to credit unions in Nebraska, North Carolina, and Washington, with
varying levels of first-year adoption. STW was offered by 11 credit unions in Nebraska, representing 48 percent
of the state’s credit union members; seven in North Carolina (4 percent); and six in Washington (7 percent).
Overall, a minority of credit union customers in these states had the opportunity to open STW accounts between
2010 and 2013 because most credit unions did not participate in the program.

Table 1

Most Consumers in States Allowing STW Did Not Bank at
Participating Institutions
Program market penetration, 2013

Credit unions offering Save to Win
Share of state credit union
membership

Michigan

Nebraska

North Carolina

Washington

38

11

7

6

17%

48%

4%

7%

Sources: Pew analysis of STW data (http://www.savetowin.org) and National Credit Union Association call reports
© 2018 The Pew Charitable Trusts
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Consumer enrollment in PLS
Institutional participation is only the first step necessary for consumers to benefit from prize-linked savings
products. Customers also must choose to open these accounts. The data used for this analysis show that from
2010 to 2013, less than 2 percent of members at the typical participating credit union opened Save to Win
accounts. The rate of enrollment in WIN at the two Minnesota credit unions studied was similar.

STW in Michigan
Between 2010 and 2013, Michigan credit union members opened more than 37,000 STW accounts. For most
of that period, however, the number of active accounts was around 15,000. (See Figure 2.) STW enrollment
grew most rapidly in 2010, with most people retaining their accounts at the end of that year, but growth in new
accounts slowed in late 2011 and 2012.12 The number of active accounts then dropped substantially from 2012 to
2013, and few customers opened new accounts in 2013.

Figure 2

Consumer Enrollment in Michigan Rose Rapidly in First Year,
Then Flattened
Active Save to Win accounts, 2010-13
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Source: Pew analysis of STW data from Michigan
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The sharp decrease in consumer takeup occurred in part because 20 credit unions in Michigan stopped offering
the program. Nevertheless, two-thirds of credit unions that offered STW in 2012 and 2013 had fewer enrolled
accounts in 2013 than in 2012, and the overall number of active accounts declined in both years. By 2013,
Michigan’s STW program had only about 12,000 active accounts, and enrollment at participating credit unions
ranged from 0.1 to 7.9 percent of members, with a median of 1.3 percent. Whether this level of enrollment would
hold for a PLS product offered by different institutions, attached to other products, or with alternative marketing
is unclear; but if it did, it would limit PLS’ overall impact on Americans’ savings shortfall.13

WIN in Minnesota
In 2015, after the Minnesota Legislature passed a bill enabling credit unions to offer PLS accounts, credit unions
in the state, in partnership with Commonwealth, developed the WINcentive program with rules that were broadly
similar to those for Save to Win.14 Enrolled members earned prize drawing entries for each $25 month-overmonth balance increase, up to four entries a month, and the program awarded prizes through monthly, quarterly,
and annual drawings. In 2016, the first year of operation, 20 credit unions offered WIN.
The Minnesota experience provides additional insight for this analysis because the program had a similar
enrollment rate as STW in Michigan (between 1 and 2 percent at both Minnesota credit unions studied) and
made data available on the characteristics of those who did and did not open PLS accounts. Openers and
non-openers provided similar responses to questions about their financial circumstances, but they differed
substantially in characteristics measured by administrative data.
In a survey conducted before WIN was introduced, respondents who later chose to open accounts were
comparable to those who did not in terms of annual household income, financial well-being, financial capability,
perceptions of financial security, and whether they reported having savings.15 However, administrative data show
that before PLS accounts became available, customers who ultimately enrolled had more money in checking
and savings accounts than those who did not: WIN account holders at both credit unions were in the top half of
depositors before the program launched, and at one credit union the median enrollee had three times as much
money as the median member who did not open an account.

Consumer savings behavior via PLS
PLS users in Michigan and Minnesota generally accumulated savings in their enrolled accounts, and those
balances had the potential to meaningfully improve household financial stability. However, while Michigan’s STW
data do not include individual account holders’ financial circumstances and can therefore be evaluated only in
the context of broad national household savings research, the data from Minnesota show growth in the overall
balance levels of WIN account openers compared with non-openers.

STW in Michigan
In Michigan, people who opened STW accounts made regular deposits and accumulated savings. Over the four
years studied, they averaged more than four prize-eligible deposits each calendar year of generally high amounts,
with a median of $100. (See Table 2.) Changes in the prize structure and program rules over the period do not
appear to have negatively affected account holders’ savings patterns as median deposit amounts were similar
across the years studied.16
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Table 2

STW Users Typically Made Large Deposits

Monthly contributions in Michigan, excluding nondeposit months, by year

Median deposit
Mean deposit

2010

2011

2012

2013

$81

$100

$100

$100

$407

$175

$591

$474

Source: Pew analysis of Michigan Save to Win data
© 2018 The Pew Charitable Trusts

The regular deposits STW users made accumulated into observable savings. The median enrollee’s program
account balance reached $326 over the life of the account, although maximum balances varied widely:
A quarter of account holders never had more than $60, while another quarter saved over $1,300. Importantly,
whether these balances were new savings or savings shifted from another product is unknown. If they were
new, the additional $326 would have boosted the median 2014 household—which previous Pew research found
had $3,000 in savings—from the 50th to the 52nd percentile of liquid savings nationally. An additional $1,300
would have raised the same family to the 55th percentile.17
The program rules give an enrollee a raffle entry for each $25 saved in the account, and people can earn up to
10 entries a month. In other words, STW encourages up to $3,000 in savings a year with prize entries. A small
group of Michigan STW enrollees—about 1 in 10—saved far more, sometimes accumulating tens or even
hundreds of thousands of dollars, and their balances dramatically increase the average savings amount in the
program. The average end-of-month balance for these accounts was $11,000 to $15,000 during the years
studied, compared with less than $500 for enrollees who never saved more than the program incentivized.
While this small set of accounts skews calculations of total money saved in STW accounts, these results do
not reflect plausible program impacts on typical savers.

WIN in Minnesota
WINcentive enrollees at the two credit unions studied also appear to have actively used their accounts and
increased their savings. Minnesota credit union members who opened WIN accounts tended to have higher
savings before WIN than those who did not enroll. (See Figure 3.)
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Figure 3

Minnesota WIN Users Had More Money in Their Accounts Than
Did Nonenrollees
Median end-of-month balances at one credit union, by enrollment
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Note: WINcentive accounts became available in January 2016.
Source: Pew analysis of anonymized administrative account data from a large Minnesota credit union
© 2018 The Pew Charitable Trusts

The data show that during 2016, the median user’s overall savings across accounts at the credit union increased
by $381 while the median customer who did not open a WIN account had about the same total savings at the end
of the year. (See Table 3.)
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Table 3

Minnesota’s WIN Enrollees Saved More Than Nonenrollees
Account holders vs. nonholders at one credit union, 2015-16

Enrollees

Nonenrollees

Number

2,222

163,772

Median total balance (December 2015)

$2,599

$807

Median total balance (December 2016)

$3,314

$799

$381

$1

20.3%

0.1%

Median change in total balance (December 2015-December 2016)
Median percentage change (December 2015-December 2016)

Note: The figures do not add up because they are medians.
Source: Pew analysis of anonymized administrative account data from a large Minnesota credit union
© 2018 The Pew Charitable Trusts

The findings from Michigan and Minnesota suggest that people who open PLS accounts are likely to save money
in them. However, the data do not indicate whether those savings are driven by the specific features of the
account or if the account holder would have saved the money anyway. Further research is needed to understand
if and how PLS models encourage savings behavior.

Conclusion
The data from Save to Win in Michigan and WINcentive in Minnesota suggest that adoption of prize-linked
savings by financial institutions and consumers is a barrier that these products must overcome to have a positive
impact on household financial well-being at a national scale. The PLS model is more prevalent in the United
States than ever, and this analysis found that consumers who open PLS accounts use them as intended and
generally saved more than comparable consumers who did not enroll.
This analysis found moderate growth in the number of states with authorizing legislation, participation by
financial institutions, and enrollment by consumers. But in many states with laws enabling PLS, banks and credit
unions still have not embraced the model, limiting customer access. One factor may be that the patchwork of
state and federal regulation hampers larger financial institutions that operate in multiple states. In the states
studied where PLS is permitted for credit unions, most of these institutions have not offered a prize-linked
product to their customers. Finally, consumer enrollment hovered below 2 percent for most of the study period,
limiting the products’ reach and potent impact on family financial well-being.
Novel financial products that can serve as benchmarks for consumer takeup of PLS in Michigan and Minnesota
are scarce, and whether 1.3 percent average enrollment lags, meets, or exceeds the expectations of participating
states and financial institutions is unclear. What is certain, however, is that customer takeup rates for STW
and WIN, as well as the credit union adoption rate for STW, constrained the potential benefits for households
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in those states. The data clearly show that people who open the accounts use them to accumulate hundreds of
dollars in savings on average, though further investigation is needed to understand if that is a product of access to
the account or of the financial tendencies of consumers who choose to enroll.
American households face myriad challenges navigating their financial lives. Although PLS might one day be
a part of the toolkit that families use to build and sustain financial wellness, at current levels of adoption by
institutions and consumers, prize-linked saving products can have only a limited salience and impact.
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